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Abstract
This course aims to present, from a theoretical and a practical point of view, the application of
sustainability policies to network management and the available techniques and mechanisms for
managing and refining such policies, considering quality of service and energy efficiency
parameters. The sections are organized as follows: (i) introduction and concepts; (ii) policybased network management and policy refinement regarding sustainability; (iii) policy
frameworks, policy refinement methods, and related works; (iv) practical point of view and a
case study; and (v) final considerations, including a course summary and future challenges.

6.1. Introduction
Network service providers (NSPs) have been facing increasing challenges to deal with the
complexity incurred by an unprecedented demand for connectivity. To support new generation
network infrastructures for the rapidly growing customer demand, NSPs constantly integrate new
equipment, architectural solutions, and protocols [13]. As a consequence, NSPs have been
developing sophisticated architectures and increasingly complex infrastructures that entail
dealing with heterogeneous resources. This heterogeneity comes from the fact that most vendors
have produced their own network management strategy, and almost all devices supply their own
management facilities [38]. To deal with such problems, NSPs require more and more skilled
and experienced human capital and the development of intelligent network management tools.
Another problem NSPs are facing is related to the world’s growing concern with
sustainability. Most of the time, NSPs over-provision resources to try to ensure QoS, thus
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wasting computing resources and energy. According to Gartner, the total carbon footprint of the
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector in 2007 was 830 MtCO2e, which
corresponds to 2% of the estimated total emissions from human activities. Furthermore, due to
the world’s industries being increasingly reliant on large-scale data centers and outsourced
services, this contribution is expected to grow at 6% yearly by 2020, as depicted in Figure 6.1.
Of this total footprint, 10% is produced by data centers, 70% results from the networks, and the
remaining 20% is due to other sources, such as offices, shops, etc. [13]. This work is concerned
with network infrastructures, which is the sector with the highest contribution to carbon
emissions.
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Figure 6.1. The global ICT footprint, including PCs, networks, devices, printers, and data
centers [32].

The consequences of failing to address sustainability issues and complex infrastructures
will lead to different problems, such as high electricity bills and greenhouse gas emissions, as
well as dependency on highly skilled people and even constant failures, consuming ever larger
chunks of ICT investment [79]. To address these challenges, it is necessary to develop network
management tools along with sustainability measures. Future networks must be more flexible
and able to autonomically reorganize themselves with the introduction of new types of
equipment and services that reduce the necessity of human intervention [3], such as the use of a
policy-based network management system.
According to Mazin Yousif [79], one of the most important efforts to reduce energy
consumption is to improve the efficiency of the ICT infrastructure by using energy-efficient
equipment and resources and by deploying autonomic power optimizations. In this scenario, the
policy-based network management (PBNM) emerges as one of the key approaches, serving as an
intelligent network management tool capable of applying energy efficiency through autonomic
decision processes, besides simplifying the network management.
A policy is a set of rules that chooses a response to a specific condition in order to
enforce behavioral or functional actions, as described in Figure 6.2. Strassner [67] described
policy management as the usage of rules to accomplish decisions and cited policy-based network
management as a way to define business needs and ensure that the network provides the services
that its clients require. Furthermore, policies have been introduced in network management to
develop an autonomic network control capable of administrating the network devices and
resources based on predefined rules.
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Figure 6.2. A simplistic policy model [67].

The policy behavior consists of three parts: the event part that triggers a specific rule, the
condition part that logically analyzes the event and verifies whether the action part is activated or
not, and the action part that in turn changes or updates the network. This system is called eventcondition-action (ECA), which follows the general syntax “on event if condition do actions”
[58]. There are two widely used types of policies. Authorization policies, also called security
policies, are intended for access control systems, detection, alarm, notifications, and network
administration. Obligation policies, mainly called quality of service (QoS) policies, are applied
in traffic management and policing. There are usually three requirements for a policy to be
considered as such: first, the policy must endure and be relatively static so that it does not
becomes useless after being executed once; second, it must be declarative and so act under some
circumstances, thus calling for some operations, but its functionalities must not be changed; and,
lastly, it has to be derived from management goals [37].
According to Jude [40], in the first approaches to policy-based network management, it
was believed that network applications and users would have the ability to control QoS. PBNM
was the ultimate management tool in IT infrastructure management, but early adopters found that
it was not as simple as previously thought. Instead of a general and easy-to-use technology,
policy-based management proved to be a hard, expensive, and time-demanding approach for the
first users.
Even demanding all those efforts to develop and deploy PBNM, the possibilities offered
by using this approach for management were many. Any capability that allows controlling QoS,
which was the first promise of PBNM, also allows detecting, identifying, and controlling packet
flow in the network. These resources lead to security solutions and application performance
improvement, and the fact that the network can be managed actively is attractive for Internet
service providers. Also, the flexible provisioning provided by PBNM allows improving
operations, enabling new types of services, and reducing costs. The last involves reducing the
number of necessary hardware for the network operation and usage, resulting in a decrease in
energy consumption and leading to a network operation with higher sustainability and less
carbon footprint [39].
Policies can be at different levels of abstraction. The Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) work group defined a division composed of five layers: business, system, network,
device, and instance. This is known as the police continuum. The process of transforming highlevel, abstract policy specifications into low-level, concrete ones is called “policy refinement”
[54]. The goals of policy refinement are: to determine the necessary resources to satisfy the
policy requirements, to transform the high-level policies into low-level enforceable operations,
and to verify that the low-level policies meet the requirements specified in the high-level ones
[9]. The first objective consists in mapping abstract entities defined in high-level policies into
concrete devices. The second objective designates the necessity to ensure that the policies
derived by the refinement process are supported by the system. Finally, the third objective
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verifies that there is a process responsible for ensuring that the translation always decomposes
abstract policies into more concrete ones.
This work evaluates some of the frameworks conceived to describe, manage, enforce, and
verify policies, although not all these characteristics are present in all frameworks. The
requirements used for evaluation were policy specification, analysis and enforcement; use of
languages with formal semantics and extensibility; presence of domains and other forms of
grouping; and distributed policy enforcement and meta-policy based on [59]. Sustainabilityoriented policies support, policy refinement, and content availability for download are the other
criteria taken into consideration in analyzing the frameworks in a sustainability-oriented policies
scenario. The standards proposed by the IETF working group for defining a framework, namely,
Ponder2, KAoS, Rei, and Procera, are described and compared in the next sections.
Besides the framework evaluation, a comparison is made between existing approaches to
policy refinement. The evaluation is done according to the requirements specified in [37]. The
refinement processes are evaluated for level of automacy, range of application, translation
capabilities between levels of the police continuum, real-time interaction, support for
sustainability applications, and availability for download.
An experiment involving three different scenarios using one of the frameworks presented
demonstrates the use of the techniques and mechanisms available in a network management
context aiming at energy-efficient network usage and sustainability. Section 6.6 shows some of
the challenges faced by the authors in using the framework [49].
6.1.1. Course Objectives
This course aims to present, based on a theoretical and practical approach, the concepts related to
sustainability policy refinement and, as a proof of concept, how to use the techniques and
mechanisms available for sustainability policy refinement. Such an approach must be flexible
and efficient, and it must make it easy to manage the ever more complex infrastructures of NSPs.
The following topics are featured: (1) introduction and concepts of policy-based
management and policy refinement; (2) introduction to the concept of management focusing on
energy efficiency and its challenges; (3) comparison among different frameworks for describing,
refining, managing, and enforcing policies; (4) presentation and execution, using one of the
presented frameworks, of an experiment on policy-oriented network management that aims at
refining QoS and energy efficiency policies; and (5) a summary of the course and future
challenges for the policy-based network management focused on sustainability.
6.1.1.1. Chapter organization
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
Section 6.2 presents the state of the art in relation to network management driven by
policy. This section describes the requirements and ways to save energy in the network. In
addition, it shows how to build a sustainability-oriented policy and the requirements of such
policy-building.
Section 6.3 is the core of this work. It describes the concepts of policy framework and
policy refinement and presents the main works related to these ideas. These works are evaluated
and compared, and their suitability for sustainability-oriented management is discussed.
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Section 6.4 further describes a policy-based network management system, known as
SustNMS. This section aims to provide a description of a real network management system,
which will provide the basis for understanding how to perform policy refinement in such system.
In addition, the described system will be used in practical experiments on policy refinement.
Section 6.5 describes the policy framework used in the policy-based network
management system (SustNMS) implementation, Ponder2. This framework provides the
functionalities to perform policy management and policy refinement from the network level to
the instance level. In addition, Ponder2 is used in the practical experiment on policy refinement.
Section 6.6 presents a practical view of policy refinement. The case study is a
sustainability-oriented policy refinement in SustNMS using Ponder2. The presented policy
refinement is partially manual. We perform manually the refinement of a sustainability policy
from the business level to the network level, which Ponder2 can understand and handle. Then,
Ponder2 translates the policy into an enforceable version that can be applied in the network. This
section also presents the results of the experiment on sustainable policy refinement and applies
them in the network using SustNMS. The results show the amount of energy savings according
to the described policy.
Section 6.7 presents the summary and final considerations.

6.2. Network management driven by policy: focus on energy efficiency
Due to the growing consumption of electricity and other resources by networks, it is important to
define a sustainability-oriented strategy for network management. There are proposals for
network management systems focused on energy efficiency that could take advantage of policybased network management and policy refinement.
To define this sustainability-oriented strategy, it is important to understand the state of
the art of policy-based network management, different policy levels, how sustainability can be
applied to networks, and the related metrics and requirements. All these concepts, definitions,
and descriptions are necessary to understand the “policy refinement problem” presented in
Section 6.3.
6.2.1. Policy-based network management and network management systems
According to [81], one of the most important efforts to reduce energy consumption is to improve
the efficiency of the ICT infrastructure by using energy-efficient (EE) equipment and resources
and deploying autonomic power optimizations. In this scenario, policy-based network
management (PBNM) emerges as one of the key approaches, serving as an intelligent network
management tool capable of applying energy efficiency through autonomic decision processes,
besides simplifying the network management. The general architecture of the PBNM includes
four important modules [62]:
1. The management console acts as a user interface where it is possible to create and
adjust policies. The language used for manipulating policies is called Policy Definition Language
(PDL).
2. The policy repository is where the policies are stored.
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3. The policy decision point (PDP) controls the conditions of policies and verifies
whether any enforcement should be taken.
4. The policy enforcement point (PEP) is responsible for assuring that the instructions
issued by the PDP are applied.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the PBNM architecture according to the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF).
Management
Console

Policy Server (PS) or Policy
Decision Point (PDP)
Policy Repository

Policy Enforcement
Point (PEP)

...

Policy Enforcement
Point (PEP)

Figure 6.3. IETF Policy Architecture

The figure also presents the module organization as conceived for PBNM. PBNM
emerged as a new approach to allow network service providers to have more control over the
network usage and the services they provide. Its creation (in the late 1990s) was intended to
provide QoS management for network applications and users on IT infrastructures [40].
However, instead of a general and easy-to-use technology, policy-based management turned out
to be a hard, expensive, and time-demanding approach. There was a lack of solutions
(standardized or proprietary) to turn policies into actions on equipment. Furthermore, network
management systems (NMS) already controlled most of the network equipment, thus requiring
PBNM to work in conjunction with the already available NMS to apply its policies.
6.2.2. Policy levels and the policy refinement problem
Network management systems consist of several elements, and their efficiency relies on how
well these elements are orchestrated. NMS can be configured to provide a wide range of goals
(e.g., to configure a single network link, manage a router, manage a data center, etc.). Network
management driven by policy enables business rules and procedures to be translated into policies
that configure and control networks and services. Usually, the orchestration of all elements is the
result of a set of policies defined on high levels, which are enforced on each level until all the
elements of the lowest level are reached (Figure 6.4) [67].
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Figure 6.4. Translation between different types of policies [67]

Figure 6.4 illustrates how policies could be organized and their hierarchy from the
highest level (Business view) to the lowest level (Instance view). This hierarchy is known as the
"policy continuum." The process of transforming a high-level, abstract policy specification into a
low-level, concrete policy specification is called “policy refinement.” Each policy view should
be described on a satisfactory level of details according to its layer. Moreover, each policy has a
defined number of states that can be assigned while the network management is being
performed. Figure 6.5 presents an example of a policy life cycle model.
Network management policies can be composed to achieve efficiency in several ways,
such as increased reliability, QoS, enhanced security, energy, etc. [4, 81]. Thus, network
management driven by policy also poses as an approach to provide sustainability-oriented
features to computer networks [77].
Sustainability-oriented goals are frequently measured in terms of energy efficiency and
CO2 emissions [34]. Because the most of the current efforts in sustainable computer networks are
related to energy consumption [2, 14], and to keep the storyline easy to understand, this tutorial
focuses on energy efficiency.
6.2.3. Sustainability and network management
Information and communication technologies contribute to global warming because the number
of computers and the resources necessary to satisfy consumers increase year after year.
Furthermore, there are issues related to the sustainability not only of the hosts (servers,
computers, smartphones, tablets, etc.) attached to the network but also of the networks
themselves [77]. To provide sustainability features to all these hosts is a giant and complex task
because they belong to billions of different owners (i.e., companies, governments, end users,
etc.) [60]. Sustainability features on computer networks can be achieved in different ways with
different implications. Computer networks provide a wide range of services, implying different
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kinds of requirements (security, reliability, QoS, etc.) according to each application demand. The
addition of sustainability requirements should not imply compromising the service/application
performance. The following taxonomy [14] provides the approaches undertaken to achieve
energy efficiency in wire-line networks:


Reengineering: Consists in optimizing or creating new components to obtain more
sustainable hardware.

– Energy-efficient silicon/hardware: New processors that consume less energy or demand
less cooling effort, for instance.
– Complexity reduction: Simplifying the hardware to demand less power and less raw
material.


Dynamic adaptation: Relies on controlling the network equipment resources (e.g., link
bandwidth, equipment capacities, etc.) according to traffic load or policy constraints.

– Performance scaling: Some equipment allow power management on some components
(e.g., tuning the clock frequency, setting the network interface packet transfer rate) as a way to
manage its power consumption.
– Idle logic: Disabling those resources that are not necessary during certain periods also
contributes to energy savings. Here it is also necessary to take into account the changes in the
system reliability due to the equipment wake-up time.


Smart Sleeping: Consists in the network devices supporting at least one power-saving mode
and being able to exchange and interpret specific control messages, such as requests to put a
device to sleep.

– Network proxying: This category assumes that there is a different class of equipment
assigned to the task of changing the states of the managed equipment (wake-up, standby, or
sleeping), only when it is needed.

Construct the policy rule

Install the policy rule

Deploy the policy rule

Remove the policy rule

{
{
{
{




Define events
Use common conditions and actions
Define unique conditions and actions




Define linkage to components that need to
use this policy rule
Store the policy rule and its components in
private ans reusable repositories



Implement transition states required




Remove policy rule and its components
Optionally remove from repositories

Figure 6.5. Example of a life cycle model of a policy rule [67]
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Although there are several approaches to dealing with energy consumption management
and verifying the performance evaluation, most of the standard equipment available today does
not have most of the features that could allow implementing such approaches. There is the
possibility to get some power consumption data on the equipment by attaching specific power
measurement devices to it. However, the actions of the network management system applied to
the equipment are limited to a few procedures, which can compromise the granularity and
dynamicity of the network management system. On the other hand, the measurements will
provide some power management to equipment that did not previously have such.
There is also equipment providing information that contributes to the NMS achieving a
good level of dynamicity. The information on network equipment is usually provided by:


Single Network Management Protocol (SNMP): The standard Management
Information Base (MIB) provides access and configuration (SNMPv2 and higher)
to several resources of the equipment. Unfortunately, there is no standard MIB for
power management on network devices. There is a draft proposal of a power- and
energy-monitoring MIB [17] that could be adopted if the equipment is compliant
with the draft.



Equipment proprietary interface. Due to the lack of a standardized MIB for power
and energy monitoring, some manufacturers provide access to this kind of
resource through specific command line requests.

There are also network layer protocols designed to contribute to energy consumption
reduction. The IEEE 803.3az [18], called the energy-efficient Ethernet (EEE), is another
approach to achieving a more sustainable network. However, its efficiency relies on the adoption
of the protocol in a large amount of network equipment.
Analyzing the available resources, it is possible to identify that there are different
approaches to obtain information on the power management and energy consumption of network
devices. Furthermore, some equipment may provide more management and information than
others with limited network management resources. Some information could be used to compose
sustainability-oriented policies. These policies can take into account even CO2 parameters when
the information is provided by any of the specified resources. This course considers only energy
efficiency, but CO2 could be an additional or the main parameter (business rules and the
available information allow one to choose the best option). Finally, it is clear that there is a
significant amount of information that can be gathered from the equipment. Such information
should be computed based on some metric to get the measurable results.

6.2.4. Green Metrics
The identification and definition of metrics suitable for evaluating the sustainability of computer
networks are the focus of several researches related to green ICT [8, 25]. These metrics are
called green metrics and can be organized according to different criteria. One classification
proposal defines two main types of green metrics [11]:
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Equipment level: The amount of power/resources per equipment, including the rates
for equipment with specific features.



Facility level: The amounts and rates for consolidated systems (e.g., data centers)
composed of several devices.

There is a considerable amount of information that can be used to elaborate the criteria
and define the metrics (Section 6.2.3). However, the lack of standardization leads to a complex
task of identifying which information on each equipment is available in order to verify if the
requested metric information is satisfied. Table 6.1 presents a set of metrics already identified
[77].
The columns of Table 6.1 present the equations for obtaining each metric, as well as its
target. It is relevant to note that some metrics do not provide a specific unit (ratio and
percentage). Thus, it is necessary to identify baseline values in order to evaluate the values of
these metrics.
The metrics presented in Table 6.1 can be grouped according to the types defined in [11]:


Equipment level: Energy Consumption Rating (ECR), Consumer Consumption
Rating (CCR), Telecommunications Energy Efficiency Ratio (TEER),
Telecommunications Equipment Energy Efficiency Ratio (TEEER), Normalized
Power Consumption (NPC), and Power Consumption per Line of Broadband (PBBline).



Facility level: Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), Data Center infrastructure
Efficiency (DCiE), and Data Center Productivity (DCP).

Green metrics are an important component of network management driven by
sustainability-oriented policies because the measured values can be used to evaluate the
efficiency of policies. Each metric indicates a set of information that will be required for its use
and to pass the results to higher levels. The adoption of green metrics can also provide a useful
contribution to network equipment vendors and NSPs in identifying which information should be
provided in each category of equipment.
6.2.5. Requirements for using sustainable policies
The requirements of sustainability-oriented policy aim at defining some boundaries and
conditions in which the aforementioned approaches to energy efficiency should be used. The
definition of these conditions as boundaries depends on a complex set of elements that changes
its status dynamically, and it requires the analysis of each scenario to identify the aspects that
must be considered.
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Table 6.1. Green metrics [77]

From the sustainability perspective, the goal is to expend the lowest amount of energy
possible. However, less power usually means less equipment and, consequently, less reliability
[25] or performance.
Network operators want to provide available and reliable services to accomplish service
level agreements (SLAs) and to avoid fines or losing customers. Network providers usually overprovision their networks to support the traffic demand during peak hours. Furthermore, the
expansion of the optical network and the increasing adoption of applications using high11

definition content (video streaming, video games, etc.) are demanding more bandwidth each
month (the situation could be more critical if we consider the recent commercial launch of ultraHD screens and TVs for home users). As a consequence, networks’ energy consumption could
become a constraint to network operators [45].
The aforementioned perspectives present a trade-off between energy consumption,
reliability, and QoS. Moreover, the presented facts also indicate that network operators may be
motivated to reduce the energy consumption of their network infrastructures. This is initially due
to the desire to keep the network infrastructure running with lower costs, but it could also be
accomplished with other sustainability-oriented policies to improve the benefits. In this scenario,
the clients usually have minor participation in the optimization of the network usage to obtain
lower power consumption.
The trade-off between performance and energy consumption poses as a complex equation
with several variables and requirements. The dark region in Figure 6.6 presents the energy
performance curve for mobile networks.

Figure 6.6. Typical energy performance curve for mobile networks [77]

Figure 6.6 shows, in the shaded portion, the ideal energy efficiency at which performance
and QoS are on acceptable levels while still saving energy. However, the energy performance
curve for each network medium (optical, copper, satellites, power line, hybrids, etc.) presents
different results.
It is clear that the first requirement for using sustainability-oriented policies is related to
getting information about the network equipment as well as to applying some configurations.
These information and configuration requirements could include:


information of the life span of the network equipment and accessories;



the capacity to adjust the equipment power consumption based on its performance;



the equipment features that allow putting some components in sleep or wake-up mode;
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the available equipment resources for measuring the power consumption and additional
information that contributes to the sustainability aims; and



the capacity to configure the equipment parameters to operate in different configurations.

The first requirement is related to the lower levels of the policy continuum (Figure 6.4). It
allows obtaining information and modifying the network equipment on the lower levels
according to the policies defined on the higher levels.
The second requirement concerns the policy specification and definition on the higher
levels. Because there is a trade-off related to energy consumption vs. QoS and performance, the
information related to this trade-off needs to be gathered from the lower levels (first requirement)
and processed on higher levels to return the right action to the lowest levels. The main goal is to
identify the satisfactory levels of reliability and QoS while applying the sustainability-oriented
policies in order to avoid undesirable behavior of the provided services. NSPs usually provide a
wide range of services, each with different requirements of reliability and QoS. Thus, an NSP
needs to determine which criteria to use in defining policies. This definition can be oriented to
the network flows or to specific services. The definition based on network flows considers the
amount of traffic being transferred between network hosts from the source to the destination. The
application data that compose the flow are not considered individually. On the other hand, the
criteria based on specific services aim to identify each service, and the result of the optimization
should be the intersection of the sustainable practices suitable for all services.
Analyzing these two options, it is possible to understand that the criteria based on
specific services allow fine-tuning of the necessary resources and that sustainability-oriented
policies can explore this. However, analyzing all services may be a complex and expensive task
if the system supports a lot of services and their usage is dynamic. Thus, this type of criteria is
suitable for systems with well-defined services, such as IPTV. The criteria based on network
flows do not require the same amount of effort to identify each service of the former type but
demands dynamicity to quickly identify the network flows and apply the right policies. Thus, the
criteria based on network flows are more suitable for dealing with networks that provide
different types of services.
As a way to “put all the requirements together,” it is important to understand how to
manage policies and methods in order to refine them, as will be presented in the next section.

6.3. Policy framework, policy refinement, and related works
As discussed in previous sections, the network operation is governed by business logic, which
specifies and enforces policies regulating access control, service level agreement (SLA), and
dynamic resource provisioning in applications [59]. Policy-based management is a suitable
approach to dynamically change the behavior of a managed system according to the
requirements of a changing context without modifying the system implementation. A policy
should facilitate the network management and make it more flexible, being the key to applying
sustainability-oriented decisions to the network.
A policy framework is commonly used to describe, manage, monitor, enforce, and verify
the policies. The framework should facilitate the work of the network manager by providing a
way to describe policies in a constrained natural language [48]. However, a policy described in a
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high-level language, as a constrained natural language, must be refined in a language readable to
the framework and network devices.
Hang et al. [80] pointed out the increasing importance of the development of tools for
policy refinement. Policy refinement is the automated decomposition from a high-level, deviceindependent language to the device-specific language of the various enforcement points, that is,
the concrete objects and actions to be performed [23]. A policy refinement framework should
allow policy administrators to write policies in high-level languages and provide automatic or
semiautomatic tools for refining the high-level policies into versions that can be enforced by the
existing policy systems [48].
The main objectives of policy refinement, according to Moffet [54], are: (1) to define the
resources needed to satisfy the requirements of the policies, (2) to translate high-level policies
into operational policies that a system can enforce, and (3) to verify whether the low-level
policies are in accordance with the high-level ones. The main challenge in policy refinement is
the translation complexity, for which, although progress has been made, no standard solution is
available yet [22]. Moreover, policy-based management has not yet gained a wide range of
applicability because the policy refinement process is still considerably complicated [37] and it is
not completely automated. However, there are approaches that claim to solve some part of the
policy refinement problem. While some of them rely on manual operations in the policy
refinement process, these works have implemented useful methods of policy refinement and are
worth studying.
Neither the management nor the refinement of sustainability-oriented policies is
completely understood; however, the existing approaches seem to fulfill the requirements of
specific applications. The majority of policy frameworks do not include policy refinement, which
is frequently a separate process. It is necessary to perform refinement (which is not necessarily
automatic) for a high-level policy and then deliver the result in a language that the policy
framework is able to interpret, as shown in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7 presents a general architecture for policy management and refinement. When
the manager writes a high-level (or business) policy, this policy is stored and sent to the policy
refinement module (PRM). The PRM decomposes the high-level policy into a low-level one that
the policy framework module (PFM) can handle. The PFM receives the policy as well as indexes
about the network. These indexes may be related to QoS, security, sustainability, and so on.
Based on these indexes, the PFM makes decisions related to the manager’s goal, which was
described in the business policy. The decisions are sent, as events, to the policy enforcement
module, which generates the machine-executable command (instance-level policy) to either
apply the changes or not. In the following, we present and compare the existing policy
frameworks and refinement methods. We also describe the criteria used to compare them.
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Figure 6.7. General architecture for policy refinement
6.3.1. Evaluation criteria
The criteria for analyzing the policy frameworks and refinement processes are based on [59] and
[37]. The first describes a set of general requirements for policy frameworks. The second
classifies the methods of policy refinement. In addition, we included in the analysis other
requirements related to policy refinement and sustainability-oriented policies, which are related
to the goals of this work.
6.3.1.1. Policy framework requirements
In the following, we describe the requirements that a policy framework should fulfill based on
[59].
Policy specification, analysis, and enforcement. A complete policy framework should
consist of five parts: (i) a policy specification language, that is, a set of expressions used to
describe a policy; (ii) a policy deployment model for distributing the policies to the enforcement
points; (iii) a policy analysis mechanism for making the right policy enforcement decisions; (iv) a
policy monitoring and enforcement mechanism that identifies and executes the policy actions;
and (v) a policy verification method that includes a consistency analysis of redundancy,
resolution, and detection of conflicts to ensure the correctness and quality of the policies
specified.
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In addition to these five parts, we argue that a complete policy framework should also
include (vi) a policy refinement model that allows the description of a high-level policy and the
transformation of the policy to all the continuum levels.
Languages with formal semantics and extensibility. Performing automatic analysis and
refinement is easier for formal policies, such as description logic and event calculus, than for
informal ones. In addition, a policy language should be easy to extend in order to support new
expressions (i.e., to include expressions related to sustainability).
Domains and other forms of grouping. To simplify the policy management, it is
desirable for a policy framework to support the grouping of elements. The organization of
domains allows the hierarchical grouping of objects. If the policy framework has grouping
structures, the management actions can be performed on a set of similar equipment rather than on
individual ones.
Distributed policy enforcement. A policy framework that has distributed policy
enforcement is suitable for addressing flexibility and scalability constraints. In addition, the
overload can be minimized and fault tolerance may be increased when there are many policy
enforcement points.
Meta-policy. Meta-policy is a policy about policies; it allows defining rules and
constraints on the policies themselves, facilitating the policy analysis and conflict resolution.
Moreover, the policy framework should include requirements for describing, managing,
and refining sustainability-oriented policies.
Sustainability-oriented policies support. Sustainability-oriented policies specify the
actions that must be performed when certain events occur and provide the ability to respond to
changes. For instance, sustainability-oriented policies define which actions must be specified
when the network load changes and who must execute those actions. Sustainability-oriented
policies may be described as obligation policies, but with less priority than pure obligation ones.
Another sustainability requirement is that the policy enforcement points must know how to
perform sustainability actions, such as setting a device to sleep mode. This depends on the
vendor implementation.
Policy refinement. This makes the policy description easier by permitting the usage of a
constrained natural language and translating this into a low-level language for executing
commands in the network devices.
Downloadable. We include this as an additional requirement that specifies whether it is
possible to access (or download) the framework. For many of these frameworks, we tried to get
the source code or an executable file, but our attempts were not successful; some are not
available on the Internet, and others have complicated licensing requirements that prevented us
from gaining access to them.
6.3.1.2. Policy refinement requirements
The policy refinement approaches should include the requirements specified by Hu et al. [37],
which are automatic and non-domain-specific refinement. In addition, they should refine policy
from the business level, perform online (real-time) transformations, and support sustainabilityoriented policy refinement.
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Automatic. Performing automatic policy refinement, which consists in decomposing and
operationalizing the policy from a high to a low level without manual intervention, is complex.
Automatic refinement may leave semantic gaps because experts usually perform policy
refinement manually by translating downward from a higher level and writing the lower levels
based on the meaning of the higher levels [61].
Non-domain-specific. Some policy refinement techniques may be specific to a domain,
for example, the refinement of only authority or performance policies, or of only policies related
to software-defined networking (SDN) or robotics contexts. Ideally, a policy refinement
approach should not be domain-specific.
Business level. A complete policy refinement approach should start from the business
level, for instance, a constrained natural language, and go down to the instance level, that is, a set
of machine-executable commands.
Online transformation. The policy transformation may be real-time, in which there is an
online monitoring component verifying the behavior of its agents to ensure that the objectives are
being met [10]. It gathers online system information and translates the policy according to the
current system status. Offline or static transformation uses static data and predetermined
transformation rules to translate the policies.
Sustainability. The refinement process should be flexible enough to be used in the
sustainability domain. It may include rules that understand the sustainability features described
in the policy. In addition, the low level that represents machine-executable commands needs to
be in accordance with the energy-efficiency features of each vendor specification.
Downloadable. As described in the policy framework requirement, we also included this
requirement, which represents whether the implementation of the approach is feasible or not.

6.3.2. Existing approaches
In the following, we present and compare the existing approaches to policy framework and
refinement considering the aforementioned criteria. There are many policy frameworks for
different application scenarios, and we analyzed the most complete ones according to [59]: the
IETF (as baseline) [67], Ponder2 [49], KAoS [31], and Rei [70]. We also included the Procera
[76] language in the review, it being a very important work related to policies in softwaredefined networking (SDN). For the policy refinement, we used as basis the classification made
by [37] and selected one work related to the classification, such as Craven et al. [23], RubioLoyola et al. [63], Beigi et al [10], Udupi et al. [72], KAoS [31], and Uszok et al. (KAOS) [73].

6.3.2.1. Policy frameworks
In the following, the previously cited policy frameworks are presented and compared, as shown
in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2. Features comparison between policy frameworks

Policy Frameworks
Policy specification,
analysis, and
enforcement
Languages with
General
formal semantics and
Characteristics extensibility
Distributed policy
Meta-policy
Sustainability
requirements support
Specific
Carachteristics Policy refinement
Downloadable

IETF

Ponder2

KAoS

REI

Procera

partial





partial































partial




partial







(1) IETF
The IETF policy framework is vendor-independent and proposes the representation,
management, sharing, and reuse of policies and policy information [65]. It includes the grouping
of policy terminologies, a model for the policy, and a policy architecture meta-model. The most
flexible part of the framework of the IETF is its definition language, called Policy Framework
Definition Language (PFDL) [69], which is a network administrator’s tool for expressing various
kinds of network policies, such as regarding security, QoS, restrictions, etc. Nevertheless, the
PFDL was discontinued due to the IETF suspending work on policy definition language because
there was no consensus [56].
The IETF conceptual model of a policy-based system consists of a policy console, a
policy repository (PR), a policy decision point (PDP), and a policy enforcement point (PEP). The
policy manager controls the PR through a PC and is responsible for creating and adjusting policy
objects. These policy objects are stored and classified in the policy repository. The PDP, also
called the policy server, analyzes the environment to verify which policies should be triggered.
Lastly, the PEPs enforce the policies chosen by the PDP. Figure 6.8 shows the IETF’s policy
deployment model.
Because the IETF has no specific policy languages, it proposes the Common Information
Model (CIM) [1] and the Policy Core Information Model (PCIM) [29] as general representations
of a managed system and as representations of policy-related information. In those models,
systems, services, and users are defined as object-oriented classes.
All IETF policies follow the same "if conditions then actions" paradigm. An example
given in [65] illustrates a high-level business rule: "On any interface on which these rules apply,
guarantee at least 30% of the interface bandwidth to UDP flows, and at least 40% of the interface
bandwidth to TCP flows." This is translated to: “If (IP protocol is UDP) THEN (guarantee 30%
of available BW) If (IP protocol is TCP) THEN (guarantee 40% of available BW).”
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Figure 6.8. IETF Policy Deployment Model

In the IETF, the managed objects are not deployed to a domain, and policies cannot be
applied to a domain. Instead, the elements are managed through the use of roles. A set of roles is
assigned to each managed element so the policies are applied to the roles. Despite the fact that
IETF policies are managed objects, and as such are also applicable to policies, the IETF does not
support meta-policies.
Although its primary focus has been on representing QoS and IP security policies, the
IETF is capable of developing any kind of policies [29]. For this reason, it is possible to propose
sustainability-oriented policies through object-oriented representation.
The conditions and actions are stored separately; thus, the combination of different
policies and actions can generate multiple rules. The enforcement of some policies may interfere
in actions related to other policies, causing conflicts. To solve this problem, it is possible to
assign a priority for each policy so that policies with a higher priority will be enforced over
others. Although the abstract model of the IETF may be very convenient, the lack of a specified
language complicates the process of policy verification and refinement, making the framework
not very applicable [59].
(2) Ponder2
Ponder2 is a declarative, object-oriented, runtime policy management framework. It
supports event-based runtime controls used to specify management and security policies in
networks and distributed systems. Ponder2 has two types of policies: authorization and
obligation. Authorization policies, being essentially access control policies, allow or deny
message exchange among objects and determine which activities a domain member can execute
over which objects. Obligation policies, which include ECA (Event-Condition-Action) policies,
specify which actions the agent must perform..
Ponder2 is based on the self-managed cell (SMC) concept. An SMC is defined as a set of
hardware and software components that constitute an administrative domain able to work
autonomously and manage itself [71]. Ponder2 can be seen as the policy service for the SMC,
which must also have an event bus service and a discovery service. The Ponder2 policy service is
constituted by: a domain service (a structure for managing/organizing objects), an obligation
policy interpreter, a command interpreter (able to read PonderTalk, a high-level language used to
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control Ponder2), and an authorization enforcement mechanism (to deal with positive and
negative authorization policies). Because Ponder2 has an obligation policy interpreter, it can
support sustainability-oriented policies.
Ponder2 acts as a Policy Decision Point and, according to [59], each Policy Enforcement
Point needs to implement a policy enforcement interface. The operation of ECA policies
(obligation) down to the device and instance levels must also be implemented because Ponder2
only decides on “what to do” at the network level and only implements authorization
enforcement. There is no explicit mention of meta-policies in Ponder2, but the domains can
contain some information about policies. Ponder2 partially supports business-oriented policy
specification [59] and works at the network level of the policy continuum; thus, the translation of
the previous levels must be executed methodologically, such as in [15], in a semiautomated way,
as in [62], or in other ways, as in [23]. As such, the editor is expected to have a deep
understanding about the system access control and operation. Later in this chapter, Ponder2 is
discussed in detail to serve as a proof of concept.
(3) KAoS
KAoS (Knowledgeable Agent-oriented System), developed at the Florida Institute for
Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC), is a policy services framework able to run in different
environments. It allows policy description in a human-expressible language and, at the same
time, a machine-enforceable form. The framework has a graphical interface for defining policies
called the KPAT (KAoS Policy Administration Tool). KAoS also has a domain service that
enables hierarchical grouping of actors and equipment to make the policy administration easier
[59]. The concepts in KAoS are defined using an ontology system and represented by the Web
Ontology Language (OWL). KAoS supports four policy types: PositiveAuthorization,
NegativeAuthorization, PositiveObligation, and NegativeObligation, but it can be extended to
consider other types [59], such as sustainability-oriented policies. Complex policy constructs are
built using the four basic policy types rather than through specific mechanisms, such as metapolicies [70]. The policies defined using OWL are compiled in a format suitable for monitoring
and enforcement [74]. Figure 6.9 illustrates the KAoS policy service architecture.
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Figure 6.9. KAoS Policy Service Architecture [74]

(4) Rei
Rei is a policy framework developed by Hewlett-Packard that integrates support for
policy specification, analysis, and reasoning in pervasive computing applications [70]. Its
language, based on OWL-Lite, provides a few constructs founded on deontic principles, allowing
users to express and represent concepts of rights, prohibitions, obligations, and dispensations.
These constructs, however, are general enough to cover a range of policies by allowing the
behavior of an entity to be modified. This simple policy language is not tied to any specific
application, thus allowing different elements of a pervasive environment to understand and
interpret Rei policies in the correct way. Domain-dependent and application-dependent ontology
can also be plugged into Rei’s existing hierarchy as subclasses of predefined classes. Rei has a
policy engine that accepts policies in first-order logic (FOL) and the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [41].
The policy deployment model for Rei relies on an engine that reasons about the policy
specifications and replies to queries. However, the engine does not provide an enforcement
model; it was not designed for this and does not support policy refinement. The policy control is
decentralized. The framework does not provide a graphical policy editor, making policy
specification less user-friendly [59].
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The engine has some capabilities for conflict resolution among policies, such as marking
two policies that have conflicting modalities or an overlap in subject, target, and action. To
resolve conflicts, Rei makes use of meta-policies that define priorities on policies and/or sets
precedence relations between policy modalities that regulate conflicting policies statically. The
two main types of meta-policies supported by Rei are meta-policies for "defaults," which
describe the default behavior of the policy, and meta-meta policies, which are intended for
conflict resolution [59]. The policy engine core of this framework has been implemented in
SICStus Prolog and uses a Java wrapper. The parsing of the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) is done by Jena, a Java RDF API (application programming interface) for RDF model and
syntax specification [52].
The Rei framework is suitable for applications regarding sustainability-oriented policies
because its ontology system can support changes in the application target or in the policies
themselves by the addition of new ontology classes into the model. Its support for obligation
policies and the use of meta-policies for conflict resolution constitute a good approach to setting
precedence and priority between QoS and energy efficiency policies. However, the lack of an
enforcement model is notable, and the use of Rei for management aimed at sustainability
requires implementing this feature or adopting a management system capable of performing
sustainability actions that uses Rei frameworks to drive its actions.
This is a defunct project that started in April 2002 and ended in May 2005. Nevertheless,
there are still some contents on OWL available for download, such as examples, ontologies, and
specifications [33].
(5) Procera
Procera is a high-level control architecture intended to offer more expressiveness to
software-defined networking (SDN) policies. It is an alternative to conventional methods that
require a low-level and vendor-specific configuration and are therefore complex and error-prone.
Procera includes a declarative policy language inspired by functional reactive programming. The
architecture allows operators to express different kinds of policies, from intrusion detection
triggering actions, to load balancing systems choosing servers, to access denial after the
occurrence of complex temporal bandwidth conditions.
The aforementioned policies, which involve user authentication, time of day, bandwidth,
or server load, are triggered by events that are not inherent to OpenFlow. Procera is reactive
because it reacts to dynamic changes in the network, a property that is highly desirable for many
realistic policies [76].
Sensors

UIs

...

Config Files

Policy Layer (e.g., FML, Procera)
Network Controller (e.g., NOX, Floodlight, Frenetic)
Programmable Switches

Figure 6.10. Architecture of a Procera system [76]
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Figure 6.10 depicts the architecture of a Procera system. A typical implementation of the
system makes use of OpenFlow programmable switches on the lowest level. OpenFlow switches
provide information to and are controlled by the network control layer; Procera lies on the layer
above the network control. The network administrator or analyst interacts with Procera through
the interactive upper layer. This layer is not mandatory, but because Procera itself includes a
policy definition language, the definition of policies can still be simplified by the layer above it.
The policy layer provides flexible and efficient directives to the network control layer.
Such directives help keep the network control simple enough to be efficient and sufficiently
abstract to be flexible. The complexity of implementing a policy layer similar to that described
demands that the layer be as complex as an engine.
The developers of Procera point out as an advantage of a declarative and reactive
language the fact that through a language that lacks such attributes, one can define neither
recursion nor arithmetic constraints or functions. Another key advantage of the language used by
Procera over other policy languages, e.g., Flow Management Language (FML), is its ability to
define, rather than merely observe, policies that affect the network state. The FML is a
declarative policy language for managing the configuration of networks [36]; as stated, it does
not provide the capability to configure the network. In addition, Procera enhances the
programming logic without substantially complicating it, as frame calculus [53] and event
calculus [44] do.
By using functional reactive programming (FRP), the network administrator can describe
parameters whose values depend on event histories or on the history of the values of other
parameters. FRP also distinguishes Procera from FML by its inherent ability to invoke arbitrary
functions, thus granting Procera support for arithmetic constraints. As expected, the Procera
language is inspired by other systems [76], from which the following key features were
aggregated:


a core language based on functional reactive programming, according to Yampa
[21];



event comprehension to manipulate event streams, inspired by the Haskell
language;



windowing and aggregation signal functions, inspired by streaming database
systems [7]; and



the use of function values to represent high-level policy.

Procera is not just inspired by the Haskell language but is also an embedded domainspecific language within it. Therefore, Procera can make use of the data types and constructs of
Haskell. As a last remark about Procera, we point out that with this architecture, one can filter,
transform, merge, or even join event streams. A useful way to conveniently express such
operations is by event comprehension, a concept that is very close to list comprehension.
From the above information, we can see that Procera is highly applicable to domains of
sustainability-oriented policies. A network manager stands to benefit much from the flexibility of
the framework. Unfortunately, the framework does not allow the existence of policies that
modify policies. Finally, we note that the Procera solution, as illustrated in Figure 6.10, interacts
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with the programmable switches through the network control layer. Therefore, this framework is
adequate for performing enforcement.

6.3.2.2. Policy refinement
In this section, we describe, classify, and compare the most important works related to policy
refinement approaches. First, we consider (1) a methodological approach that describes how a
refinement method should behave. Then, based on Hu et al. [37], we classify the approaches into
five types: (2) goal-oriented policy refinement methods (divided into two parts: (I) event
calculus-based policy refinement method and (II) policy refinement using linear temporal model
checking technology), (3) classification-based approach to policy refinement, (4) ontology-based
policy refinement, (5) three policy transformation approaches, and (6) recipe-based policy
refinement (called prescription-based policy refinement by Hu et al. [37]). We present one
example for each classification, additionally including the UML-based (7) classification
approach to policy refinement. We describe these approaches in the following and compare them
in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3. Features comparison between policy refinement approaches
Policy refinement
approach
Automated
Not Domainspecific
Business-level
Online
transformation
Sustainability
Downloadable
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(1) Methodological approach
Carvalho et al. [15] proposed a methodological approach to sustainability-oriented policy
refinement from the business down to the instance level. The approach is not domain specific.
Figure 6.11 illustrates the example by which the authors detail their method. The process starts at
the business level, which is translated into the system level by incorporating some key
performance indicators (KPIs). This level is then operationalized on the network level by using
the “on Event if Condition then Action” sequence of the Ponder2 framework.
The policies described in Ponder2 must be understandable to the devices in the network.
The devices must support power modes, such as sleep and power on. Figure 6.12 provides an
example of a device-level policy. The refinement down to the instance level is done by using
SNMP commands; the instances apply the actions and provide information to the upper layers.
Figure 6.13 provides an example of an instance-level policy.
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Figure 6.11. Sustainability-Oriented Policy mapping [15]

(2) Goal-oriented policy refinement methods
(I) Event calculus-based policy refinement method
KAOS is both an approach to requirements engineering [35, 30] and a goal-oriented
method [26, 46]. Given a desired system and some initial goals, the method of KAOS allows one
to refine goals into other, more specific goals. The goals obtained through the refinement are
subgoals of the higher-level goals, which are closer to the management level. The higher-level
goals describe the desired properties of the system and therefore help in understanding the
essence of the subgoals.

Figure 6.12. Example of a device-level policy
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Figure 6.13. Example of an instance-level policy

The subgoals, in turn, are defined in such a way as to identify the requisites, objects,
agents, and actions of the system [35]. Thus, the subgoals are closer to the instance level than are
the goals from which they are refined.
The next step in the KAOS method is identifying AND, OR, or XOR relations among the
goals and developing a goal graph for a given domain [35]. In the graph, the conjunction or the
(exclusive) disjunction of subgoals reduces a previously existing goal. Once equipped with the
network of concepts represented by the goal graph, an analyst is able to trace conflicting
relations between the goals. The network of concepts makes up a semantic network in which the
nodes are concepts and the connections between nodes are associations of concepts [35]. The
subgoals that cannot be further reduced embody the leaves of the goal graph. They represent
requisites and can be assigned as a responsibility of individual agents.
The meta-level of KAOS is a rich ontology that guides the identification of requirements,
as well as provides means for capturing and modeling the relationships between the
requirements. When deriving and comparing subgoals, obstacles to the execution and
deployment of a goal may appear. Notwithstanding, the graph can then be reformulated, and the
specification of the system can be enhanced by the analyst. A possible solution to the
reformulation and enhancement is the introduction of new goals or the adoption of a different
refinement approach, that is, the use of a different reduction path.
After the reduction of the identified goals, the analyst can further identify the requisites
of the system-to-be. The next step in the KAOS method is identifying objects from the goal
descriptions. Objects can be used as the input and output of actions that operationalize a
requisite. The use of objects is done by agents, which monitor and control them. The third and
final step is assigning the requisites, objects, and actions to the agents.
Despite being the most widely cited approach [35], large KAOS models may result in
incomplete or complex requirement models [30]. Some approaches, such as those described in
[35], help to understand and maintain such models. KAOS has the advantage of not being
domain-specific, making the method capable of supporting sustainability goals. Nonetheless, the
method has the drawbacks of depending on manual operation by an administrator and having
non-online transportation.
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(II) Policy Refinement Using Linear Temporal Model Checking Technology
Rubio-Loyola [62] proposed a partially automated approach to policy refinement and
management. The approach is generic and can thus be used in any domain. The author used
requirements engineering techniques to translate goals and then refine them in an automated
way. The method starts with goal definition and selection considering the application. These
steps are performed by using KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated Specification), the
most relevant approach combining semiformal and formal specifications of goals [62]. These
activities are performed manually and, according to the author, do not invalidate the method
because the policy refinement process is mainly an offline process.
After these activities, the system requirements are formulated using linear temporal logic
(LTL), a way to put together logic and temporal operators, regulated by some refinement
patterns. LTL, along with the system behavior documentation (in UML format, for instance),
produces a step-by-step trace required to meet the previously defined goals. This step is executed
with support from the SPIN search engine, which provides a plan of the transitions to be
executed by the model entities. This step also produces a trace, that is, the input to the next one,
that understands the required policies and codifies them using Ponder. The policies are then
stored for future use. Figure 6.14 illustrates the method.
The method proposes a semiautomated refinement of high-level business-oriented
policies, specified as a set of goals, into Ponder by using goal elaboration. Because this is a
generic method, sustainability-oriented policies could be used, defined as goals on the business
level. According to the author, even with the framework depicted in the figure above, we are still
far from proposing a generic solution that bridges the gap between SLA fulfillment and the
formulation of high-level goals.
(3) Classification-Based Approach to Policy Refinement
Udupi et al. developed a policy refinement method and implemented it in the Rice University
Bidding System (RUBIS)1. The method consists in performing policy refinement by statistically
classifying attributes to generate policies. In this approach, the end user specifies high-level
goals, and then, during the test-and-development phase, the management system generates the
low-level policies that are relevant and that may be used to monitor and assess the system
behavior. The high-level policies are described based on the SLA, which includes metrics such
as availability, response time, throughput, security and so on. The SLA is composed of a set of
service-level objectives (SLOs) that specifies how to consider a service acceptable and define the
constraints. An example of an SLA is "service response time < 85 ms between 8 AM and 5 PM."
The low-level policies need to be in accordance with the SLA in order to not violate it; thus,
there is a need to derive low-level policies from high-level SLAs.

1

http://rubis.objectweb.org/
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Figure 6.14. Policy Refinement Framework proposed by [62]

In this way, Udupi et al. developed a refinement method that identifies all the important
low-level attributes and their policies and then refines them to specify the most optimal
constraint thresholds for the relevant metrics. The policy refinement process is applied in three
phases as follows:
(a) Test and Development Phase
i.
Create an ad hoc system on the basis of the given high-level SLA goals.
ii.
Run the workload around the target high-level SLA goal.
iii. Collect the low-level attribute metrics and SLA values to form a data set.
(b) Classification Phase
i.
Apply a classification algorithm on the data set collected. This can be performed
by a decision tree classification on the data set with the high-level SLA goals as
target.
ii.
Obtain a decision tree with TRUE and FALSE leaves, depending on whether the
high-level SLA goals are satisfied or not.
iii. Select all the paths leading to the TRUE leaves, providing the required rules on
low-level metrics.
(c) Policy Derivation and Refinement Phase
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i.

All TRUE paths are converted into policies [?] conjunctions of inequalities on
selected attributes that were picked in the classification phase.

ii.

Obtain distribution statistics, such as the MIN and MAX of the attributes
appearing in the TRUE paths (A refinement strategy that is applied at this level
uses the distribution statistics of the attributes on these TRUE paths).

iii.

Aggregate the above two to obtain REFINED TRUE policies. The inequalities of
attributes that appear on the TRUE policies are further refined by appending the
MINIMUM and MAXIMUM values, which give definite bounds for the
attributes, resulting in the required TRUE REFINED policies.

This approach is relatively easy to implement in performing autonomic transformation
between high-level and low-level policies. The limitation is that it uses static rules predefined by
experts, which are hard to apply in a dynamic environment. In addition, the case based on the
policy transformation method may be difficult to apply in instances that lack usable cases at the
initial stage.
This approach is flexible to supporting sustainability-oriented policy refinement because
the low-level rules may be whatever the experts have determined, which can be the sustainability
rules.
(4) Ontology-Based Policy Refinement
An ontology defines a common vocabulary that includes formal, explicit descriptions of
the concepts in a domain of discourse, the properties and attributes of each concept, the
restrictions on slots, and the relations among the concepts [57]. As previously described, the
policy framework KAoS (Knowledgeable Agent-oriented System) uses an ontology system
based on the Web Ontology Language (OWL) to describe concepts. This language can be
extended to include sustainability-oriented policies by introducing new ontology classes.
Because KAoS works with policy refinement, it is a policy framework as well as a policy
refinement method starting at the business level; it is also autonomic and online.
(5) Three Policy Transformation Approaches
The proposal of [10] adopts three approaches to refine business goals into machinereadable commands: transformation by using static rules, by policy table lookup, and by
applying case-based reasoning. In the static rule transformation method, static rules are
predefined. The method describes how to refine high-level policies through definitions specified
in the rules in light of some system-understandable configuration parameters. The policy table
lookup approach makes use of a table of policies; the system administrator queries the module
with configuration parameters to obtain goals according to the input. The case-based reasoning
technique uses the knowledge acquired in previous system behaviors to predict present and
future behaviors. In this case, it stores previous cases in the database so some translating
processes can be completely or partially reused [37].
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Although the author makes no declaration about any specific type of policy, it is possible
to imply that his framework is capable of dealing with sustainability-oriented policies. None of
the three proposals suggested, namely, through static rules, table lookup, and case-based
reasoning, impose any opposition to the creation of any kind of policies. In addition, the
proposals permit transformation through both offline and online methods. Figure 6.15 shows an
adaptive policy-based system management architecture with static policy transformation.
The author’s proposal also includes a framework for policy management based on the
IETF framework. It follows the main principles of the IETF, such as centralization. This means
attributing the device configuration and policies to the same point and business level
abstractions, with the idea of making the network management easier. This is because the
framework allows the administrator only to create business objectives, without necessarily
having to understand low-level networking terminologies. It also uses a similar policy
architecture model.
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Figure 6.15. Policy Refinement Framework proposed by [10]

(6) UML-Based Approach to Policy Refinement
Craven et al. [24] described a complex policy refinement method, the core of which
involves decomposition, operationalization, deployment, and re-refinement. Like other
formalists, the authors made use of diagrams of the well-established UML for logical
formalization. The focus of the discussed work is a study about how to automate distributed
policy refinement for obligation and authorization policies.
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The starting point of the method is threefold: a UML model describing the objects over
which the policy will rule, a high-level authorization or obligation policy, and rules relating highlevel actions and objects to low-level ones. Such are the decomposition rules, whose description
language is based on constraint logic programs and concepts from data integration. The
integration of decomposition and operationalization into a single, complete method for refining
authorization and obligation policies is the focus of the work under discussion. The UML model
contains a description of the class structure, the possible associations, the operations applicable
to the classes, and an instance repository, that is, a set of records about the existing objects of the
domain and about the relations among them.
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Figure 6.16. Overview of the refinement process as depicted in [24]

Figure 6.16 depicts the refinement process adopted by Craven et al. The first step is the
operationalization of a high-level policy in order to find every resource to which the policy is
applicable. One can see that the operationalization phase depends on the existing objects such
that this phase requires as input a sequence of semi-refined policies provided by a
decomposition, the associated sequence of information, and the current instance repository of the
domain. The instance repository is compared with the policy conditions to determine the objects
that could satisfy the conditions. Next, the enforcement points that understand the policies are
searched. The ones found receive a specific policy language description for implementation (e.g.,
Ponder). During the lifetime of a system, the destruction, creation, or change of objects might
occur. Such events probably invalidate the instance repository, giving rise to the necessity for rerefinement and update of old policies with new, consistent ones.
The next phase of the refinement is decomposition. During this phase, abstract elements
are assigned to components and implementations of a more concrete level. The policy language
adopted is expressive enough to let other renowned policy languages be translated into it.
The method is highly automated, disposing of many algorithms. For enforcement, the
authors propose the use of Ponder2. Similar to the other generic methods discussed, the proposal
by Craven et al. is applicable to sustainability-oriented policies. Notwithstanding, the authors
described only the refinement of authorization and obligation policies. Further works in the area
could make the method even more adequate for domains of sustainability.
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(7) Recipe-Based Policy Refinement
The goal of Liao et al.’s [47] approach is to perform autonomic policy refinement that is
based on policy refinement templates (recipes). The policy refinement should be context-aware
because of the dynamic nature of virtual organization. The mechanism should be flexible enough
to reflect the variations in the environment. In addition, it should be simple and efficient to
ensure that the process takes place within a time limit.
This approach is inspired by the ways that humans treat complex problems. For instance,
when a person deals with a complex problem, he/she should first have knowledge about how to
solve it. This knowledge is dynamic; it is not a specific program to be performed but a template
that defines possible plan steps. The plan steps are chosen at runtime depending on the real-time
conditions. Hence, in this work, the recipes are templates of policy refinement that define the
steps in abstract policy refinement. The refinement of an abstract policy performs
decompositions according to a recipe and results in concrete or enforceable policies. Enforceable
policies are distributed to specific agents, which are required to comply with them. Concrete
policies describe the duties and rights of the roles that are applied to agents. In this way, the
outcomes of the refinement not only meet the goal of abstract policy but also reflect the status of
the underlying environment.
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Figure 6.17. Policy Refinement Framework proposed by [47]

Figure 6.17 shows the recipe-based refinement mechanism proposed by Liao et al. [47].
The refinement engine has an algorithm that checks the conditions of each step described in the
recipe. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 2, and an abstract policy (p) is refined into
several sub-policies. In this algorithm, A is the list of ongoing refinement policies, NA is the list
of non abstract policies, and T is the tree that records the refinement scheme of an abstract
policy.
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Algorithm 1: Liao et al. policy refinement
Step1 Let A=p, NA=Ø, and T.root=p.
Step2 Take p out of the list A, and let p0 = p.
Step3 If p0 is not an abstract policy, push it into the list NA and GOTO Step7.
Set of available recipe, such that ri.AbstractPolicyID=p0,
then Input(ri); otherwise, Return error and GOTO Step9.
PlanSet p.Condition = TRUE, then Output (ck, PolicySet);
otherwise, Return error and GOTO Step9.
Step6 Let the policies of PolicySet from Step5 be p0’ Children, adding to the
tree T, and meanwhile, push them into the list A.
Step7 Take the first element (denoted as f) out of A. If A= Ø, then let p0 = f
and GOTO Step3; otherwise, GOTO Step8.
Step8 Output T.
Step9 Stop.
Policy-oriented management can be used to apply sustainability-oriented policies to a
network operation. Policy refinement is used in this case to determine domain-specific actions at
multiple levels of the network operation. To understand this approach, it is necessary to consider
in detail: (i) the network management system driven by sustainable policies, as provided in
section 6.4; (ii) the framework for managing policies, as presented in section 6.5; and (iii) the
practical point of view regarding the refinement of a sustainability-oriented policy, as discussed
in section 6.6.

6.4. SustNMS - Network Management System driven by sustainable policies
As described previously, energy efficiency can be achieved in wire-line networks by: (i)
reengineering (energy-efficient hardware), (ii) dynamic adaptation (managing the network to
performance scaling or idle logic), and (iii) smart sleeping (power-saving or sleep mode) [13].
Reengineering is not related to decisions based on policies and is not our focus. Dynamic
adaptation and smart sleeping can be performed by decisions from the network management or
by green routing algorithms driven by policies. The advantage of network management is that it
provides a high-level overview of the network, by which a management system may analyze the
entire network instead of just making a local decision, as occurs in routing algorithms, which
could not result in the best decision.
In this way, our focus is on network management. Thus, we describe in this section a
network management system driven by sustainability-oriented policies, the SustNMS [19]. This
system is used to orchestrate the network according to policies, such as sustainability-oriented
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ones, which may describe how to save energy in the network by specifying when and which
device may be set to sleep.
Figure 6.18 shows the SustNMS architecture. SustNMS is based on the policy-based
network management system defined by the IETF, which is represented by the (i) policy
management framework (PMF) in Figure 6.18. SustNMS extends the policy-based network
management architecture defined by the IETF by including four modules: the (ii) model
repository (MR), the (iii) quality of service monitor (QoSM), the (iv) sustainability monitor
(SM), and the (v) device updater (DU).
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Figure 6.18. Sustainability-Oriented Policy-Based Network Management (Sust-NMS) Architecture
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i.

The PMF is responsible for managing, describing, checking, storing, and enforcing the
policies. Thus, it consists of four sub-modules according to [78]: (1) policy management
tools, (2) policy decision point, (3) policy enforcement point, and (4) policy repository.
1. The policy management tools (PMT) consist of a set of policy rules and may edit,
translate, and validate functions. This sub-module enables interaction between a user
and the policy-controlled system.
2. The policy decision point (PDP) “is composed by trigger detection and handling,
rule location and applicability analysis, network and resource-specific rule
validation, and device adaptation functions” [78]. It is an aggregate of the algorithms
that consider which policies must be applied in a particular operational situation. It
also determines the actions to be performed to comply with these policies. A policy
framework like Ponder2 is used for this sub-module.
3. The policy enforcement point (PEP) “is responsible for the execution of actions, and
may perform device-specific condition check and validation” [78].
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4. The policy repository (PR) provides storage for the set of policies defined for the
network system.
ii.

The MR consists of two sub-modules: (1) power models and (2) availability models.
1. The availability model is composed of information on failure and repair rates for
each network device type, such as mean time to failure (MTTF) and mean time to
repair (MTTR).
2. The power model describes the parameters that define a power profile, which is
used to calculate the energy efficiency of a device. A power profile would be
determined by a function f (load), which defines how power consumption varies
with the load handled by the device. An example of a function f (load) for a router
following a linear power consumption scaling is [6]:
(
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(

iii.

)
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)
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The QoSM includes two modules for the network evaluation: (1) availability evaluator
and (2) performance evaluator.
1. The availability evaluator dynamically evaluates the network availability every
time the network state changes, i.e., when a device is set to sleep or fails. One
approach to evaluating the availability in a sustainable network was described by
Amaral et al. [5], who evaluated the network in a hierarchical way using Markov
chain modeling that considers the time it takes for a device to wake up from sleep
mode and calculates the network availability through the cut and tie set method.
2. The performance evaluator analyzes the network information, calculating the
amount of packet loss, delay, and jitter. The indicators used depend on the
management approach and on the requirements defined in the SLAs.

iv.

The SM is the module responsible for energy efficiency evaluation.

The energy efficiency evaluator assesses the power consumption of each device in the
network. The evaluation may be performed in different ways. On the one hand, a network
management protocol can be used to gather information about the instant power consumption of
the devices. On the other hand, if such feature is not available in the device, the module retrieves
the proper power model from the MR. If a power model that matches the network device cannot
be located in the MR, a pessimistic power model is loaded from the power model repository
using a predefined lower bound for the power consumption variables. Then the total power
consumption, along with the load handled by the device, is used to evaluate the energy efficiency
ratio (W/bps).
v.

The DU collects data from the network and applies changes according to each instance of
the policy enforcement point (PEP). The DU collects data by using a network
management protocol to probe the devices. For configuration deployment, a network
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management protocol (e.g., SNMP, NETCONF) or a command-line interface (CLI)
command is used.

Figure 6.19. SustNMS sequence diagram

The sequence diagram in Figure 6.19 describes the system behavior and each module
interaction. The system operates by probing the network at a frequency defined by the operator.
Each probe request is an action triggered by the PMF. The DU then receives a request to collect
network statistics. For each device in the network, an SNMP probe based on the MIB-II
(RFC1213) standard is issued, collecting traffic, state, and performance data. The data are stored
in a graph that represents the network topology. The graph is then sent to the requester.
After gathering information from all devices, the PMF sends a request to the SM to
evaluate the efficiency indexes. For devices that support the energy monitoring MIB [17], the
instant power consumption is obtained through the sustainability monitor data identifiers. For the
remaining devices, the power consumption is evaluated through device-specific power models
stored in the MR, a database accessed through Simple Query Language (SQL) queries, defining
the static parameters. The traffic and state data in each node are used to evaluate the power
consumption function in Equation (1). The network energy consumption rate (milliwatts per
Mbps) [51] is evaluated for each switch based on the traffic and power consumption of the nodes
of the graph. The graph is updated to include the calculated indexes for each node.
Immediately after the energy efficiency evaluation, the PMF makes a request to the
QoSM to evaluate the network availability and performance indexes. For the availability
evaluation, the MTTF and MTTR of each router are retrieved from the MR and written in the
respective node. These data, along with the state of each node, are used in a dynamic availability
evaluation [5]. The network availability is stored in a specific variable. Then, the performance
indexes are obtained through SNMP probes using the MIB-II data identifiers for packet loss
statistics for each switch. The delay and jitter are obtained through Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) request. The graph is then updated with the calculated indexes.
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The PMF handles the network status. The policy decision point (PDP) defines the actions
that must be performed in the network, according to the defined policies. The PMF module then
checks whether the actions can be applied by comparing the new configuration against the QoS
constraints. As a result, it might be necessary to recalculate the network configuration to fulfill
availability requirements, or the quality of service constraints are relaxed to improve energy
efficiency. This decision is defined in the policies. The output of the module is a new
configuration for the network.
The PEPs enforce the decision on an updated network configuration decided by the DU.
They translate the configuration request in each node into device-specific commands and set the
power state for each device or update switching-related data to enforce the prioritization of the
most efficient paths. Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is used to direct data among
network nodes. It defines how to commute data by checking a small tag on each data packet.
MPLS characterizes the routers as a label switch router (LSR), which only commutes packets, or
as a label edge router (LER), which classifies a flow by adding an MPLS tag. In this way, a PEP
sends CLI commands for the LERs to determine the flows. The action is concluded by a
confirmation on the updated configuration that is sent to the PMF.
The entire process is always repeated for each probe made by the SustNMS. The
accuracy of the measurements is defined by the rate at which these actions occur. With a long
interval, the system may not identify the network changes, and thus, it may not apply the best
decisions. Defining an adequate probing rate should consider that an increase in the probe rate
would generate an increase in messages related to management operations. This may imply an
increase in the network overhead and energy consumption because an increased network load
consumes more energy.

6.5. Policy framework: Ponder2
In this tutorial, we focus on developing a case study using the policy framework Ponder2. This
framework is an open source framework, which provides full access to the source code, allowing
any modification. It has a complete manual, as well as a tutorial that facilitates learning how to
configure the framework. In addition, Ponder2 is widely used in many applications. The
framework is described in the following.
Ponder2, developed at the Imperial College, London, is a declarative, object-oriented
language for specifying security and management policies in networks and distributed systems
[50]. It comprises a general-purpose object management system with message passing between
objects [71] and is used in many projects [62].
The first version, Ponder, became associated not only with the language for defining
policies but also with the entire tool kit. It was designed for general network and systems
management. The second version, Ponder2, is a significant redesign and re-implementation of
Ponder. It can be used at different levels of scale, from small devices to complex services [49].
Ponder2 is based on the self-managed sell (SMC) concept. An SMC is defined as a set of
hardware and software components that constitute an administrative domain able to work
autonomously and manage itself [71]. Ponder2 combines a distributed object management
system with:
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a domain service, which provides a structure for managing objects, similar to
directories;



an obligation policy interpreter, which interprets Event-Condition-Action (ECA)
rules;



a command interpreter, which accepts commands compiled from PonderTalk, a highlevel language used in Ponder2; and



authorization enforcement, which deals with positive and negative authorization
policies, besides structuring the domain for conflict resolution regarding authorization
[49].

6.5.1. Self-Managed Cell (SMC)
An SMC, as previously stated, is a set of hardware and software components that constitute an
administrative domain able to work autonomously and manage itself [71]. Figure 6.20 illustrates
the SMC architecture. A number of services constitute the core functionality of the SMC and
must always be present. These include the event bus, a discovery service, and a policy service
[28]. In this work, we use Ponder2 as the policy service for the SMC. The event bus and the
discovery service are based on the Ponder2 tutorial and are implemented in Java.
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Figure 6.20. Self-Managed Cell Architecture [43]

For larger systems or complex environments, it is possible to implement a composition of
several SMCs [42]. The interactions between the SMCs can be made through an event bus or
other communication paradigms, such as point-to-point messages or remote invocations [28] by
using UDP or other protocols [43]. It is also possible to scale the SMC architectural pattern by
considering that the managed resources are themselves SMCs and then by composing these
SMCs [28].
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Policies define how the system should adapt in response to events (failures or changes in the
requirements). The SMC implements a local feedback control loop where changes of state in the
managed objects or resources trigger an adaption that affects the state of the system [43]. The
policy service is consists of: (i) an event interface, which receives notifications; (ii) an invocation
interface through which external invocations are received; and (iii) an action interface that sends
instructions to external objects, as depicted in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21. Policy Service Architecture

6.5.2. Managed Objects
Everything in Ponder2 is a managed object. Ponder2 objects include events, policies, and
domains. These are first loaded into the SMC, and then it is possible to send messages to them to
create new instances of the desired managed object (just as classes and instances operate in
object-oriented programming). Ponder2 managed objects are written in Java (Ponder version 1
used XML as configuration and control language). Domains are managed objects that act as
containers for other managed objects. They are like the directories of conventional operating
systems but with an important difference: a managed object may belong to several domains.
Domains are used to group objects so that the same policy can apply to sets of devices rather
than to individual ones [50]. They are managed objects in which actions can be performed, e.g.,
adding or removing an object from a domain [43]. Managed objects can also be written in Java
by the administrator. A managed object must implement an interface called ManagedObject.
This interface tells the Java compiler that the object will be a Ponder2 managed object and that it
must start creating a Java adaptor code to perform the required mappings from PonderTalk to
Java methods. If we want to send a message to a managed object, for instance, to set the name
and age of a person, this can be done in PonderTalk as: myobject name: Fred age: 24. The Java
code would be as described in Algorithm 2.
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Whereas @annotation allows PonderTalk messages to be mapped to methods within the
managed objects, a managed object must be loaded into the SMC from a library, producing a
factory-managed object (like a Java class). This factory-managed object receives instructions to
create new instances of managed objects that will work on the system (like instances of classes in
object-oriented programming) [49].
Algorithm 2: Java code sample to translate PonderTalk code
#@Ponder2op(“name:age:”) //“Annotation” - interprets the PonderTalk
command
public void setInfo(String name, int age){
this.name = name;
this.age = age;
}
6.5.3. Events
Events are notifications with named attributes, created by managed objects. They are either
internal or external, captured by a monitoring service [50], and are also managed objects. The
events trigger ECA policies and are able to integrate with one or several external event systems
through adapter objects. There are many publish/subscribe event services, such as XMLBlaster,
but it is also possible to implement your own service for use in a specific situation [28].
6.5.4. Discovery Service
The discovery service detects new devices in the SMC and, based on policies and information on
the device profile and authentication, determines in which domain these will be allocated [64]. In
this case, policies are also used to decide which adapters should be created for the new
components. Being assigned to a domain, the object will receive all messages sent to that
domain. As for the event bus service, it is possible to implement your own device discovery
service, although various protocols already exist for both fixed and ad hoc networks [28]. In
Algorithm 3, the solution proposed by [43] is described as an example. The discovery service is
expected to work with any kind of policy because it is a complimentary service to the policy
service.
6.5.5. Policies
As defined previously, a policy is a set of rules used to manage and control access to a set of ICT
resources and services [68]. A policy is created with the policy factory and is also a managed
object. Ponder2 has two types of policies: authorization and obligation. Authorization policies,
being essentially access control policies, allow or deny message exchange among objects,
determining which activities a domain member can execute over which objects. Obligation
policies specify which actions the agent must perform. For instance, security policies specify
which actions must be performed when violations occur and who must execute them. These
policies are ECA (Event-Condition-Action) policies. [71].
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6.5.6. PonderTalk
PonderTalk is the language used to configure and control Ponder2. It is based on SmallTalk, but
without the definition of classes. It includes the message-passing aspects and some default types
and has some syntax modifications. The PonderTalk code is compiled into XML, which is
interpreted at runtime. The main difference between SmallTalk classes and Ponder2 managed
objects is that managed objects are written in Java and may be held transparently in a remote
Ponder2 SMC. Table 6.4 summarizes the differences between PonderTalk and Smalltalk.
Algorithm 3: Example of an algorithm for the discovery service
The discovery service broadcasts its identity message at frequency X.
New devices respond to the identity message identifying themselves.
The discovery service queries the device to obtain the device profile and
authentication credentials.
The discovery service decides whether to accept the device and to which role
it should be assigned.
if Accepted, then
The accepted device is informed, and a component detection event is
generated.
A device-specific communication adapter is also created.
Each existing member device unicasts its identity message to the discovery
service at frequency X.
if The discovery service misses N successive messages from a particular
device, then
It concludes that the device has left the SMC permanently and generates
a corresponding component-left event.
It also removes the respective adapter.
PonderTalk is a sequence of statements separated by a full stop (period). Each statement
consists of a receiver (object) and a command for it. In response to the message, the receiver
returns another object or itself. Temporary variables may be created without declaration. To
assign a value to a variable, “:=” is used. There are three message types: unary, a single-word
command that the object is expected to recognize; binary, which has one argument, generally
special characters like "+" and "»" followed by a single data value; and keyword, a function with
one or more arguments. In general, everything is processed from left to right, but in case a
combination of message types occur, unary messages are performed first, followed by binary
messages and keywords, respectively.
A powerful feature of PonderTalk is the block. A block acts as a function or a stored
procedure, being a section of code with one or more statements and one or more arguments. A
block returns the result of its last statement, and “what happens inside a block stays at the block.”
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Table 6.4. PonderTalk versus SmallTalk [49]

Table 6.5. PonderTalk Types [49]

A factory-managed object is used to create a new managed object. In addition to
managed objects, PonderTalk has other basic, built-in objects that can be used as arguments for
managed objects. Table 6.5 briefly describes these objects. A more complete description of
PonderTalk syntax and types is available at the Ponder2 project Wiki [49].
6.5.7. Extras
Ponder2 has an interactive shell, similar to a Unix shell, able to show the domain structure and to
execute PonderTalk statements on the machine running Ponder2 by simply using Telnet
<machine> <port>. Ponder2 also has the ability to load all the codes needed on demand.

6.6. Practical point of view: a case study of sustainability-oriented policy refinement
in SustNMS using Ponder2
This section presents a case study of sustainability-oriented policy refinement in a network
management system driven by sustainability-oriented policies, the SustNMS (Section 6.4). The
policy framework used is Ponder2 (Section 6.5). First, we describe the development of the test
environment (“testbed”), including the SustNMS implementation and the Ponder2 preparation.
Then, we describe the experiments showing the power consumption for different applied
policies.
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6.6.1. The testbed
The simulation environment is based on Linux software routers. The usage of Linux-based
routers is growing [16]. For this reason, the described test environment is applicable to a large set
of devices. To emulate different routers, the network is built with virtual machines using
VMWare vSphere (ESXi 5.0). The virtual machines are interconnected through VMWare
vSwitch (Layer 2 forwarding, VLAN tagging). Disabling the network interface cards (NICs)
related to the data plane emulates the standby state. Control plane NICs are never disabled so as
to maintain the network presence of the corresponding router. In addition to disabling data plane
NICs, the system relies on power profiles to model the energy consumption of standby modes.
The routers run on top of an MPLS data plane using the MPLS-Linux project [55], a
software-based approach that supports virtual MPLS tunnels, backup paths, label stacking,
recursive lookups, and DiffServ. MPLS is a suitable way to control and regulate traffic trunks in
a network by routing them along label-switched paths (LSPs). LSPs can have some QoS
properties and a priority or precedence level [12]. The operating system used is the Debian
GNU/Linux (Lenny release, Linux kernel 2.6.27.24). The usage of backup paths provides fast
rerouting and a low overhead in the control plane [27]. To do this, the paths are set beforehand so
that no path calculation is necessary during the network operation.
SustNMS infers information about the tunnels by using SNMP to access RFC1213- MIB
variables (if InOctets and if OutOctets). By using command-line interface (CLI) commands
through Secure Shell (SSH), the server defines which tunnels the ingress routers should
configure for the incoming flows. SNMP and SSH packets constitute the overhead generated by
the system.
6.6.1.1. SustNMS implementation
All the SustNMS modules were implemented in Python. The device updater consists of an
SNMP Python Library, the pySNMP [66], which allows the usage of SNMP 1.1 to collect
information about network load. To configure the routers, we used CLI through SSH
connections. The SustNMS machine runs over Linux Ubuntu 11.04. The model repository stores
the power and reliability models in a MySQL database.
To manage policies, we chose Ponder2 because it is an open source framework, with full
access to the source code, allowing the necessary modifications. In addition, it has a complete
manual and a tutorial available in [49]. Ponder2 is a policy service framework in which it is
possible to define policies at the network level (if -> then -> else), as stated in Section 6.5.
As previously stated in Section 6.2, there are five levels of abstraction for describing
policies: business, system, network, device, and instance levels. A sustainability policy defined
at the business level can impact and be mapped in different policies in all levels, down to the
instance level [15]. This process of moving from a high-level to a low-level policy is called
policy refinement.
We described some existing approaches to policy refinement in Section 6.3. The only
solution available for download, [72], requires experts for the input of policies, which is not the
objective of this work. Thus, the chosen approach is the methodological one, as described in
[15]. The policy refinement in SustNMS is performed in a manual fashion, from business
policies to Ponder2 policies (network level) as in [15]. Ponder2 then receives the network
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policies and provides enforceable policies to be applied on the network (devices and instances).
The Ponder2 action must support power modes, such as sleep and power on (device level). By
using SNMP commands, the instances of the device apply the actions and provide information
for the upper layers (instance layers) as described in [15]. These actions receive data and are
executed by SustNMS. In summary, we deal with all policy continuum levels by using a
methodological approach with Ponder2 support for managing policies.
6.6.1.2. Preparing Ponder2
First, to understand “where we are,” it is important to note that we are working on the policy
decision point, described previously in Figure 6.3. The policy enforcement is made “outside,” as
explained in Section 6.4. A good way to start preparing Ponder2 is to use the tutorial files
available at the Ponder2 project Wiki [49]. Ponder2 is made available under the terms of the
GNU General Public License. The file for download at the above-mentioned site comprises the
sources, documentation, and binaries for any operating system. Java JDK 1.5 is required.
Ponder2 can be run as a stand-alone application or within a Java Virtual Machine.
Ponder2 can be instantiated using Apache Ant, in which the Ant version 1.7 or later is
required. It is also possible to run Ponder2 without Ant. Apache Ant is a Java library and
command-line tool able to drive processes described in Xml build files. The main known usage
of Ant is in building Java applications. Ant supplies a number of built-in tasks that allow
compiling, assembling, testing, and running Java applications.
In this course, we used the most recent binary file available at the time of publication.
The archive contains the Ponder2 and Ponder2 Communications jar files and all the API and
PonderTalk module documentation. You will find an ant build.xml file in the Ponder2 directory,
along with the necessary library Jar files. It is also possible to use the source distribution, as
indicated in the Ponder2 project Wiki [49].
The Ponder2 directory contains an Ant build.xml file, which can be used to run Ponder2
in a simple manner. To build and run the basic system, “ant run” is used. Testing Ponder2
requires opening a new terminal session and connecting to port 13570 on a computer by using,
for instance, “telnet.” It is important to note that in Windows 7, telnet is disabled by default, but
it is possible to activate the service “Client Telnet.”
Ponder2 comprises one or more Java jar files. The main Ponder2 jar file (ponder2. jar)
picks managed objects from other jar files on the class path as necessary. The SMC is
instantiated by starting the policy service. The policies to be used for self-configuration and
management are pre-deployed in the policy service. In the beginning, the SMC is just an empty
domain by default, and a domain hierarchy rooted in the directory “/” will be created. A built-in
domain factory is used to create new domain objects within the domain hierarchy. All other
managed objects are instantiated through factories that can be loaded on demand. The code
described in Algorithm 4 shows how to bootstrap Ponder2.
To correctly start using PonderTalk, it is necessary to instantiate the events (an event
contain name arguments and their values). Event templates are created from the event factory,
and then events are created from the event templates. As previously described, events trigger
policies. Algorithm 5 shows how to start using events.
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Algorithm 4: Bootstrapping Ponder2 [49]
//Bootstrap code for Ponder2
//Import the Domain code and create the default domains
domainFactory := root load: "Domain".
root
at: "factory" put: domainFactory create;
at: "policy" put: domainFactory create;
at: "event" put: domainFactory create.
//Put the domain factory into the factory directory
root/factory at: "domain" put: domainFactory.
//Import event and policy factories
root/factory
at "event" put: ( root load: "EventTemplate" );
at "ecapolicy" put: ( root load: "ObligationPolicy" ).}

Algorithm 5: Starting Events [49]
//Create template /event/toohigh newevent := root/factory/event.
root/event at: "tooinefficient"
put: (newevent create: #("message" "value")
)
To start using policies, the same instructions apply: it is necessary to create them with the
policy factory. The policy needs to be associated with an event. Algorithm 6 shows how to start
using policies.
Algorithm 6: Starting Events [49]
//Create policy /policy/toohigh
newpolicy := root/factory/ecapolicy.
root/policy at: "tooinefficient"
put: (newpolicy create).
root/policy/toohigh
event: root/event/toohigh;
condition: [ :value | value > 10 ];
action: [ :message | root print: "Got event" + message ];
setActive: true.
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These steps are necessary to set up the policy service, but as previously stated, an SMC
has three core functionalities: an event bus, a discovery service, and a policy service. Now, it is
necessary to implement the event bus and the discovery service. The code we used for the event
bus and the discovery service were based on the Ponder2 tutorial, available at the Ponder2
project Wiki [49]. Figure 6.22 shows the structure used in this tutorial. The tutorial comprises all
Ponder2 files and Java classes that implement the RMI communications, the discovery service,
and a graphical interface.
RMI Communication

BSN 1

Discovery Service

root/bsn

BSN 2

Events

Adaptor

BSN 3

Actions

BSN 4

root/policy

Ponder2 SMC
*BSN = Body Sensor Node
Figure 6.22. Ponder2 Tutorial Architecture [49]

The discovery service issues events when a new measurement panel is detected or lost. A
policy creates or removes the appropriate adaptor managed object. Adaptor objects act as a proxy
for the measurement panels and can receive commands for them. It is important to note that, in
our case, the managed resource is the SustNMS, and some modified Java classes act as an
interface between the SMC and SustNMS.
To the best of our knowledge, Ponder2 does not fully support conflicting obligation
policies (it supports conflict resolution for authorization policies), which are common when
considering energy efficiency in networks. That is why we have two policies, as stated above.
This is an open issue we are still working on.

6.6.1.3. Network Topology
Figure 6.23 shows the network topology used in the experiment. The topology consists of four
routers connecting two servers to one client. There are redundant paths when all the devices are
powered on. A control plane that is parallel to the data plane connects the SustNMS to the
routers.
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Figure 6.23. Network topology of the experiment

The routers R3 and R4, in Figure 6.23, are always powered on; i.e. such routers never
sleep. This is because putting any of them in sleep mode implies network disconnection, which
must not occur. On the other hand, the routers R1 and R2 are redundant. Depending on the
current traffic, one of them may be placed in sleep mode, but never both to meet the connection
requirement. When all routers are powered on, one can enumerate two MPLS tunnels of the
topology in Figure 6.23; Tunnel 1 corresponding to R1[?] R3[?] R4 and Tunnel 2 to R1[?] R2[?]
R4. If a certain router is set to sleep, one of the paths will not be available.

6.6.1.4. Important data for the testbed execution
To execute the testbed, it is necessary to provide: (i) the equipment power profile, that is, the
behavior of each piece of equipment given a data load; and (ii) a traffic profile.
(i) Power profile
The power consumption of each router is calculated based on a predefined power profile.
For all experiments, we defined only two types of power profile. One represents a device
behavior envisioned for sustainable network, which the power consumption linearly scales with
load [6]. The other type of power profile represents the legacy equipment, which does not
present a significant variation in power consumption as the load increases [14], thus maintaining
an almost constant consumption.
Because the test environment uses a software router-based approach, the system
calculates the power consumption proportionally to the maximum capacity of a corresponding
physical device. The maximum capacity of the software routers were predefined as 32 Mbps for
R1 and R2 and as 40 Mbps for R3 and R4 (see Fig. 1.23). Because every possible stream
traverses through R3 and R4, the devices were parameterized so that these routers are able to
hold the network maximum traffic. A maximum traffic of 32 Mbps takes place when all streams
are active. Power profiles must include a power consumption related to the standby power mode.
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Four power profiles are used. Routers R2, R3, and R4 scale linearly and are based on the
profiles in [14]. Router R1 has a constant power consumption, which is based on [2]. The
following equations are used to indicate power consumption (Watts) as a function of usage (ratio
of throughput load l to maximum capacity lmax), and Figure 6.24 presents the power
consumption for all routers.
{

(

{
{

)

(2)
(3)

(

)

(4)

Figure 6.24. The power consumption according to the power profile of each router in the
experiment.

(ii) Traffic profile
As a proof of concept, we defined a traffic profile composed of video streaming, which is
increasingly becoming a significant component of IP network traffic. The incoming traffic
surpassed 30Mbps at two moments of peak usage. The traffic profile used consists of four video
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streams that start from the Servers 1 and 2 to the Client 1. The video streams start
asynchronously, as shown in Figure 6.25.

Figure 6.25. Traffic profile: 1.1 = stream 1, 1.2 = stream 2.

6.6.2. The experiments
The goal of the experiments is to explore how a sustainability-oriented policy can be developed
and deployed in a network management system by using Ponder2. The sustainability-oriented
policy is described at the network level. The network policy is refined until the instance level,
which represents the commands performed by the PEP and DU. Three experiments that show
how to develop policies and how to adapt Ponder2 to handle these policies are described in the
following.
The first experiment (i) describes a constraint-free policy. In this policy, neither energy
savings nor QoS constraints are specified. In this experiment, the paths 1 and 2 may be used to
allocate traffic originated from Servers 1 and 2. Depending on the load generated from the
servers, one or more paths may be used to deliver the data to the client. The devices that are not
handling any load are also kept powered on; i.e., one of the devices can sometimes be idle.
Having devices in idle mode allows one to perform traffic engineering and to use some devices
as a fault protection mechanism. However, this consumes more energy compared to keeping
some routers in sleep mode. Given that this is a constraint-free scenario, there is no PonderTalk
code in this experiment.
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The second experiment (ii) consists of a policy enforcing energy savings and accepting
QoS degradation. This experiment presents energy savings, implying that one router will be put
in sleep mode. Thus, if router 1 is sleeping, only path 2 is available to deliver the content from
Servers 1 and 2 to the client. On the other hand, if router 2 is sleeping, only path 1 is available.
Because this experiment accepts QoS degradation, there is no case in which both routers 1 and 2
are on; the network will always be saving energy. In this experiment, the energy savings are
expected to be maximum. However, in this case, the network configuration should be less
reliable (see [5]). This is because, in case a failure occurs, the chance of the network becoming
unavailable is higher when the redundant device takes some time to wake up. Algorithms 7 and 8
describe the PonderTalk code for this experiment.

Algorithm 7: PonderTalk code for Experiment 2 (continues in Algorithm 8)
// This line is to ensure that policies will see all events, even if the values do
not change.
root/sustsys filter: false.
//The first rule verifies if the tunnel 1 (the upper tunnel) is not energy efficient.
//That is, the NECR, the index calculated by dividing the power consumption
(Watts) by the load, is bellow some pre-defined baseline.
//The router R1 is a typical example of a not energy efficient device, since it
expends the same amount of energy disregarding the load (Power
consumption always the same when turned on, even using minUtilization).
//The minUtilization load is 0.1Mpbs
//Creates a policy using the ecapolicy template from the factory
policy := root/factory/ecapolicy create.
policy event: root/event/sustValue.
policy condition: [ :name :tunnelId1 :tunnelId2 :NECR1 :NECR2 :on1 :on2 |
name == "Experiment2"
& (NECR1 < 9.7656)//means that the tunnel is not being used - NECR
calculated for minUtilization
& (on1 == 1)//and the router from tunnel1 (R1) is not turned off.
& (on2 == 1)//and if the main router from tunnel2 (R2) is not turned off.
//If yes, R1 can not be turned off, or else, there is no network anymore!].
policy action: [ :tunnelId1 |
root print: "Turning tunnel1 off".
on1 := 0. //This implies turning the R1 off
root/alarm setAlarm: true; show: "turn off "+tunnelId1.].
root/policy at: "P" put: policy.
policy active: true.
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Regarding the network policy refinement, the device receiving the Ponder2 action must
support power modes, such as sleep and power on (device level). By using SNMP commands,
the instances of the device apply the actions and provide information for the upper layers
(instance layer), as described in Section 6.4.
Algorithm 8: PonderTalk code for Experiment 2 (continued)
//The second rule verifies if the tunnel 2 (the lower tunnel) is not energy
efficient.
//That is, the NECR, the index calculated by dividing the power consumption
(Watts) by the load, is bellow some pre-defined baseline.
//The power consumption varies according to the equipment power profile
and, for this policy, is calculated considering the minUtilization load.
//The minUtilization load is 0.1Mpbs
//Creates a policy using the ecapolicy template from the factory
policy := root/factory/ecapolicy create.
policy event: root/event/sustValue.
policy condition: [ :name :tunnelId1 :tunnelId2 :NECR1 :NECR2 :on1 :on2 |
name == "Experiment2"
& (NECR2 < 2.1158)//if tunnel2 is not being used
& (on2 == 1)//and the router from tunnel2 (R2) is not turned off.
& (on1 == 1)//and if the main router from tunnel1 (R1) is not turned off.
//If yes, R2 can not be turned off, or else, there is no network anymore!].
policy action: [ :tunnelId2 |
root print: "Turning tunnel2 off".
on2 := 0. //This implies turning the R2 off
root/alarm setAlarm: true; show: "turn off "+tunnelId2.].
root/policy at: "P" put: policy.
policy active: true.

The third experiment (iii) consists of a policy that specifies energy savings enforcement
but does not accept QoS degradation. Such a policy does not accept packet loss until the network
reaches its capacity limit. If the woken up router is not fully loaded, the network configuration
will behave similarly to that in experiment (ii), delivering data through paths 1 or 2. However, in
case the router is overloaded, the redundant router must be woken up. This is because the policy
applied does not accept QoS degradation. Algorithm 9 describes the PonderTalk code for this
experiment. The policy refinement must be performed exactly as stated previously: the device
receiving the Ponder2 action must support power modes, such as sleep and power on (device
level). By using SNMP commands, the instances of the device apply the actions and provide
information for the upper layers (instance layer), as described in Section 6.4.
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All the experiments have the same aforementioned network topology, traffic profile, and
power profile.
Algorithm 9: PonderTalk code for Experiment 3
// This line is to ensure that policies will see all events, even if the values do
not change.
root/sustsys filter: false.
//This rule verifies if the tunnel 1 (the upper tunnel) is losing packets, a QoS
metric. //It is verified if the packet loss is more than a "maxLoss" factor. //The
maxLoss here is 0.03
//Creates a policy using the ecapolicy template from the factory
policy := root/factory/ecapolicy create.
policy event: root/event/sustValue.
policy condition: [ :name :tunnelId1 :tunnelId2 :packetloss1 :packetloss2
:on1 :on2 |
name == "Experiment3"
& (packetloss1 > 0.03)//if tunnel1 is losing packets.
& (on2 == 0)//if the main router from tunnel2 (R2) is turned off.
policy action: [ :tunnelId2 |
root print: "Turning tunnel2 ON". //turn the second tunnel on
on2 := 1. //turn R2 on
root/alarm setAlarm: true; show: "turn on "+tunnelId2].
root/policy at: "P" put: policy.
policy active: true.
//This rule does the same, but for tunnel2
//Creates a policy using the ecapolicy template from the factory
policy := root/factory/ecapolicy create.
policy event: root/event/sustValue.
policy condition: [ :name :tunnelId1 :tunnelId2 :packetloss1 :packetloss2
:on1 :on2 |
name == "Experiment3"
& (packetloss2 > 0.03)//if tunnel2 is losing packets
& (on1 == 0)//if the main router from tunnel1 (R1) is turned off.
policy action: [ :tunnelId1 |
root print: "Turning tunnel1 ON". //turn the first tunnel on
on1 := 1. //turn R1 on
root/alarm setAlarm: true; show: "turn on "+tunnelId1].
root/policy at: "P" put: policy.
policy active: true.
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6.6.3. Experiment results
The evaluation of the aforementioned experiments showed the energy savings for scenarios (ii)
and (iii) when compared to scenario (i). In scenario (i), all the devices are always on, whereas in
the other scenarios, there are periods in which some devices are in reduced power mode. The
experiments were run with a 1-minute polling frequency to update the network data. The
overhead introduced by the management system is determined by the polling of traffic counters
and the centralized control signaling for switching between pre-configured paths. Figure 6.26
shows the power consumption for each scenario when the experiment is run with the power
profile depicted in Figure 6.25.
The first scenario (i) does not achieve energy savings, presenting a total energy
consumption of 751.54 MJ after 70 minutes. On the other hand, when a policy that enforces
energy savings and accepts some loss of performance is applied (scenario (ii)), the total energy
consumption is 506,38 MJ, indicating 33% energy savings when compared to scenario (i).
However, real networks usually do not accept performance loss. Therefore, scenario (iii) reflects
a more realistic experiment by enforcing energy savings and ensuring high performance
constraints. Scenario (iii) has a policy that does not allow performance degradation. Hence, the
energy savings achieved are not maximum, albeit representative of an 18% reduction when
compared to scenario (i).

6.7. Final considerations
This course discussed the main topics regarding policy-based network management
(PBNM), policy levels, and policy refinement, and their applicability to address sustainability
issues. The work presented frameworks for policy management and methods of policy
refinement. The combination of these two parts constitutes a holistic policy environment
considering business policies, automated approaches, and sustainability. The widespread policybased network management depends on the integration of a consistent and coherent approach to
extend policies towards the business, network, and device levels. Thus, it is necessary to define a
business language for policies and to translate these policies to the device level to finally use
them to configure the network nodes automatically [75]. Among the analyzed methods, we
studied Procera, a method intended for use in software-defined networks (SDNs). We believe
that this is the next frontier for PBNM and that it brings opportunities for more intelligent and
sustainable networks.
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Figure 6.26. Power consumption for each evaluated scenario: (i), (ii), and (iii).

As a proof of concept, we used the Ponder2 framework (the only one available for
download) and a methodological approach to policy refinement because the only solution
available for download requires the input of experts. Ponder2 is a policy service has been used in
many applications since its first version. It provides a domain service, message passing between
managed objects, and an object-oriented command interpreter (PonderTalk). The challenges of
using Ponder2 start with not finding complete examples available, only the Ponder2 tutorial
regarding a body sensor network, with no conflicting policies. The tutorial also does not consider
policy refinement. The papers published, perhaps due to the constraints in the number of pages,
are not easily understandable and replicable. That is why we proposed this tutorial.
To fully present the case study, we also presented SustNMS, a sustainability-oriented
network management system, as well as a test environment to be used in the sustainability
context. We showed how to prepare Ponder2 and the policies relating sustainability and QoS
described in PonderTalk. To conclude, we ran experiments consisting of policies related to
energy efficiency and/or QoS, and the results showed expressive energy savings of 33% when
QoS degradation is accepted and of 18% when it is not.
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